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Abstract

1 Community

We propose a particular approach by which computer
science can aid on the technological side of sustainable
development, which at the same time contributes to
raising people’s awareness of the issues at hand. In
particular we develop a so-called community memory for
urban environmental measurement surveys, focusing on
noise, microclimate and atmospheric pollution. Our goal is
to gather data both in a quantitative way, using
participatory mobile sensing, and in a qualitative way, by
social tagging. In this way we provide a method for
environmental monitoring which is complementary to
current modelling approaches.

[3]
memories

= collection of ICT tools to collectively manage a common pool of resources

Motivation
Explore new ways to govern the
atmosphere as a common pool resource
(through collective action, trust, and
cooperation in its management [1]),
mediated by new developments in ICT (the
Internet of Things).

2 Mobile phone as environmental

Challenge: Use mobile phones to measure loudness in real-time

Signal processing algorithm to compute Leq(A)

+

A new “green” user experience with a
people-centric focus [2]:

Computation of equivalent
continuous sound level (in dB(A))

“How much pollution am I exposed to now?”

(Eric Paulos/Intel Research)

Democratising personalized environmental
information allows to raise awareness and
change behaviour.
Society: empowering citizens
“Environmental issues are best handled with the
participation of all concerned citizens”
[Rio Declaration, 1992]

The current role of citizens is
despite international agreements.

Simulation-based noise
map of Antwerp (LNE)

3 Social

limited,

+
Phone as noise
sensor

A-weighted filter
(models sensitivity of
human ear)

Phone-specific correction function
(reference & 4 Nokia 5230s shown)

Calibration experiments to evaluate & improve accuracy

Science: Collect real exposure data
Issue: Scarcity of fine grained pollution
exposure data at the level of the individual
• Simulation vs. real measurements
• Average emissions vs. actual exposure
• Simulations only account for
limited/predefined sources of pollution

[5]
tagging

[4]
sensor

Evaluation per phone,
frequency, intensity and
for white noise

4 Validation

Issue: Lack of semantic information to facilitate
interpretation of sensor data
People as semantic sensors

Tags are sent
and stored with
raw data

Does it work? Imagine a typical scenario: mapping noise pollution in a given area
by a limited group of (untrained) citizens.
1) Volunteers from Ademloos, an Antwerp-based action group labouring for
more sustainably city life (focus on traffic circulation and green spaces)
2) Limit experiment in space and time: focus on one neighbourhood & two
time slots (peak and off-peak)

Users tag sources
of noise, perceived
annoyance, etc.

Tags are used to
create rich,
annotated noise
exposure maps

Future work

3) Restrict free variables insofar as possible (measurement technique, phone
variability, itinerary followed)
Challenges:
• Smart filtering & correction of faulty data
• Data aggregation: from simple averaging to more advanced interpolation
techniques.
• Achieve accuracies as for simulation maps (±5dB)

- Case study: process measurements, create
noise maps, include more participants
- Incorporate context-orientation technology[6]
- Investigate combination of simulation &
participatory techniques
- Extend approach to air pollution & microclimate
Combination
of
phone
&
(using external sensors)
“environmental watch”
 BrusSense project (www.brussense.be)
(from www.sensaris.com)
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